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Dear Nathan 

Disciplinary Hearing Outoome 

I write to confirm the decision taken at our meeting, which took plate on Thursday 7"' September 
Z017 The hearing was conducted by me arid also in attendance was Michelle Fernandes as Company 
Representative,

You were offered the right to be accompanied and Andrew Lyden attended As your work place 
colleague. 

The reason for this disciplinary hearing was to consider the question of disciplinary action against you, 
In accordance with the Company s disciplinary policy with regard to the conduct (including rd6,, 
actions and omissions) shown by you in that television programme, and in particular (but not limited 
to). 

▪ 25/04/17 making a continent about a Detainee bouncing around like a Duracell Bunny, in response to 3 
Detainee attempting to self-strangulate 

• 31/05/17 telling a Detainee luck you, and instructed another Officer t0 write clown that the Detainee had 
eaten, when he had refused food 

* 01106/17 making comment that there was no need to check whether a number of Detainees had eaten or 
not and that they should be ticked off a meal list without knowing whether they had in Wt. eaten 

* 14/06/21 making comments to a Detainee 'keep still you div, 'scrotum, 'leave him,' °bucket of cold water 
should sort out his heart rate, that would do- hen the world of good," and mocked him for his singing. 

At the hearing I concluded the following in relation to the allegation Is) detailed above: 

I have considered all the information in the Panorama programme footage into the allegations made by 
the BBC concerning inappropriate conduct in your position as a Detention Custody Manager and what II 
heard at the disciplinary meeting, including your version of events arid your acknowledgement of the 
incidents. 
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I have also taken Mk/ attouttt the possibility of the editing of the footage and your view that you were 

targeted by the undercover reporter 

My response to the allegations put to yOU is as follows. 

25.417 

It was clear on the Panorama footage that you inade the comment about a detainee bouncing around like 

a [Duracell bunny. You said that you said it to staff colleagues as you were leaving the room arid not to the 

detainee who was in the toilet area and therefore he would not have beard your comments. I am of the 

view that this comment was made within earshot of the detainee and swan loud enough for him to hear it. 

It is aka my view that this is not an appropriate comment to make to nthpr staff who view yeti as a role 

model in how to engage with detainees and how to manage situations Like this. This comment is 

inappr te and unprofessional. 

AdditiOnally having viewed the footage you are seen to talk in manner in the detainees room, which in 

my opinion is demeaning to the detainee I ha,re cn rid ucled this view due to the nature and tone of your 

Comments and do not consider this to he either an effective or pcofessia nal way to de-escalate or manage 

the incident, further I consider ,It 10 be demeaning. 

31.5.17 

1-laving reviewed the footage I am satisfied that you did net 

you said 'fuck him" to the DEO referring to the detainee. 

Having reviewed the footage numerous times with you and hearing your comments a4out how thiS. rat Oil 

he interpreted,. Including that you may have meant for the detainee to be recorded as needing to be 

checked with [titer, I am satisfied that you did instruct the NO to record that the detainee had taken a 

meal, in the knowledge that he had not, which iS Contrary to our policy and procedure for the 

management of food and fluid refusal 

The footage further shows that the (ICC approached you later to raise a concern about not recording the 

detainee as haying ethisied a meal and you said "I really don't care". This indicates to me that you were 

aware of your decision not to record the refusal of a meal. In addition you used inappropriate language 

when referring to the detainee such as "prickw and "penis". 

1.6.17 

needy say "fuck you.' to a detainee, rather 

You responded to this AegaLion by stating that you have no recollection of net recording meals for a 

number of detainees. While there is not footage in the programme to confirm this, I am satisfied by the 

Incident on 31.5.17 that this is an exa mirk of you nisi following the correct procedure concerning the 

management of a detainee who does not take a meal and there is therefore likelihood that this allegation 

may be true on the balance of probability Therefore it is my reasonable belief that this allegation is true. 
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14.6,17 

The footage viewed in the disciplinary meeting indicates that you did make the comments stated in the 
liegatiori. You stated that you made these comments either out of frustration or anger and are aware 

that they are not appropriate. You said you made the comment around the cold water to Healthcare and 
that this was not in a mocking way_ You also said the comments about sioging were when he was coming 
around from his intoxication and were in jest. 

I find the comments inappropriate, particularly as they ane demeaning to the detainee arid 
unprofessional. 

In conclusion, having taken into account the Panorama footage reviewed and your comments in response 
to the allegation into the meeting I consider your actions to be unprofessional and negligent towards the 
management and care of de.tainegs_ You have wilfully disregarded the correct procedure for recording 
meals being taken, which is a key element of local safeguarding arrangements and have instructed a MO 
not to record accurately,

I consider that in light of ail the above points concerning your actions at work, this has affected your 
integrity with the Company and -undermined the trust relationship between the env/over arid employee 
beyond repair. 

I have taken Into account that you have submitted a letter of resignation and while we have accepted this 
with notice we have continued with our meeting. 

I consider these to be matters of gross misconduct under the OtiSi Disciplinary Policy and you are 
summarily dismissed with immediate effect. 

You will receive payment for any outstanding leave or TOIL. 

You have the right to appeal this decision within 7 days of receiving the letter outlining your grounds of 
appeal to Paul kernpster, Chief Operating Of Face, Custodial and Detention Services. 

I have enclosed a copy or the notes taken at the hearing for your records. 

YOVr5 7.inccrcly 

Ben Saunders 
centre Director 
645 Care &Justice Services LJKII Ltd 
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